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COMMENTARY  

Judy Lowry Vermont Artist 

            written by  Robert Houriet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Judy Lowry was born Judy Gianadda in Buffalo New York on April Fool’s Day, 1945. 

As a child, from First Grade on, did she ever recall having dabbled in watercolors. Never gave or 

was encouraged to think about enrolling in art school.  Or for that matter, college. 
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After high school, she left Buffalo for a two-year stint based in New York as an airline 

stewardess. “My mother’s idea of what I should do next.”   During the early 70's in Manhattan, 

she owned and worked as a photographer in a multi-media ad agency. “Photography was my 

introduction to elements of composition – techniques I didn’t fully appreciate ‘til many, many 

years later.”  

In 1976, she re-married and left the city for Vermont – northern Vermont, the Northeast 

Kingdom.  

“Why Vermont?”  I asked recently for background on this commentary to connect her bio 

to the growth of her art in the American landscape tradition of regional watercolorists.  It was an 

interviewer’s routine question that, for me, had in many cases paid off in revealing the push-pull 

factors that have drawn generations of émigrés to the Kingdom. But alas, in Judy’s case, her 

answer at first seemed no help in my locating the connector between her life and the locale of her 

landscapes. She told me -- “We agreed (she and her husband) on the Kingdom (Albany, Glover, 

Irasburg) as being the best possible place to raise children.”  

 

   *                   *              *  

Fast forward exactly thirty years. One night during the Peruses meteor shower of 2,006 

she stood in the garden below a house she bought on Burton Hill.  Her two sons grown and on 

their own, and divorced from their father, she has been joined on Burton Hill by Bill Roddy , 

mason, baker, and a key activist in the movement against industrial wind power.  “I felt like I’d 

been struck by a falling star – a surge...a craving...”  Next day she drove to the Five and Dime in 

Newport, bought a children’s set of watercolors and brushes, and did her first opus in the garden 

- Scarlet Runner Beans, entwined on a span of the greenhouse frame. Her fey account of the 
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Peruses shower seemed incomplete. I’d known her for forty years, had monitored her quick rise 

from amateur to professional watercolorist.   Her acquisition of technical and artistic skill, her 

prolific output and commercial success were indisputable, indeed meteoric. Aware such a burst 

of creativity wasn’t an occurrence uncommon in the annals of great artists – nevertheless I 

couldn’t accept it at face value. I pressed her to amplify – to connect the “dots” reportorially. But 

no, she insisted, her swift progression had been largely that of a self-taught artist; never done a 

single watercolor before the time of the Peruses shower; kept returning to that moment in the 

garden.  “Like the beginning of a love affair...”  

A love-affair with whom?  Of course!  With the landscape of the Northeast Kingdom, 

best expressed in lyric intoned in watercolor:  We love the things we love for what they are. 

 

    *                   *              *  

 

This web page is a selective gallery of her work. Her most recently commissioned 

paintings comprise most of the dozen or so represented on her website – a small fraction of 

hundreds composed since 2006.  Unrepresented here, a slew of notebooks and postcards knocked 

out in the first years: a compressed, quicksilver apprenticeship. She had a ready sales outlet and 

locale –from her job site in the office of the Craftsbury Outdoor Center with its world-famous 

sculling program on Hosmer Pond.  In three years, sales quadrupled. But success had unintended 

consequence: the artist’s bugaboo - marketing. Even if the potential was there to support her 

being an artist full-time - “I wasn’t a business lady.” She opted to keep her job though it docked 

from her art. “It keeps my focus - personally, my place in the community, a slant on Vermont 

through the eyes of the visitors to the Center. I need that – need to know in particular whom I’m 
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painting for – need their angle of vision to inspire and frame my own...” 

Or, in particular, as must be qualified, the early stages of her development required 

limiting perspective. In any case, her position at the Craftsbury Outdoor Center did originate the 

creative process that would distinguish her slant, the unspoken collaboration of viewpoint 

between hers and the buyers of her art. 

 

              

Cove at Hosmer Point, Acrylic on Concept2 trophy blade 

Perhaps the best exemplar of this merged perspective is a recent acrylic commissioned by 

a sculling coach at the Center.  Applied to the face of a sculling blade, it frames the coach’s 

cherished view -- a cove and docked boats in the foreground; the gap between two points in the 

distance;  at dusk, mirrored shadows of opposed points deepening to solid black. To borrow from 

Frost, you feel the fastness of the Hosmer Cove “dark and deep”  save for a tiny gleam of a 
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yellow buoy. The minute orb of yellow its hellion mirrored underneath it.  At first scan, your eye 

passes over the brilliance of this small subtle touch because it is fine and subtle!  On review, the 

buoy appears not only as is – a human attachment to the pond’s bottom – but ambiguously – 

pumpkin, a full moon in micro?  Precision, brilliantly understated.  Likewise, above the declining 

ridge to the left point of the gap – conformation of a rangy hemlock, more than carefully treated 

in technical detail. In all, caringly rendered from the sculling coach’s remembrance – boyhood 

summers camping on the cove, captivated in the apprehension of dusk upon sudden stilled, 

totally reflective water – you can sense all but the smoky tang in the air from a campfire.  

 

 

Not in any of her work is the human figure directly represented, but always presumed –   

a numinous personal presence behind the artist, off camera as it were. On the dock behind the 

darkening cove, the fond gaze of the coach is inferred; behind him, a campfire of boys from 

sculling camp, behind them receding to shadow the aboriginals. The first natives who transited 

this place. The personal viewpoint unrepresented, outside the frame is nonetheless present within 

the frame, immanently. 

 

 

Many a cocktail I’ve co-mingled with Judy and Bill at the magic hour on the deck of her 

Burton Hill house, sun- gapped by Hazen’s Notch in the Lowell Mountain range. And yet, before 

this assignment, I was a bit slow-witted to glom onto the self-evident: that the predominant 

perspective of her work was – dah-dah – the mountain range.  Inconceivable it could be 

otherwise, given where she was coming from --the view from Burton Hill of the Black River 
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Valley -- a vista she had to encounter from dawn to dusk every day since 1993.  It could not have 

failed to have been etched archetypically upon her framing of the Kingdom’s singular character - 

our north- by- northeast backbone: the sempiternal, indurate ridgeline, the constant background 

to her place-specific, “customized” locales.  

 

   Clouds and Blue Sky, Acrylic on canvas, Lowell Mountain Series 

                       

Despite protest -- protestors’ bodies vainly blocking caterpillar tractors -- a road bed was 

blazed for two miles astride the range. By July 2012 the first of twenty-one pylons was fixed, 

propeller arms outstretched. In Lowry’s words of outrage – “crucifying the sky...”  For a time, 

she deferred landscape watercolors; switched from the latter’s opaqueness to the brilliance of 

acrylics because she explained the intensity of acrylics better expressed emotions aroused by the 

desecration of the GMP turbines... “The passion, love and awe I’d felt for the mountains.”    
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I pointed out that the mountains remained featured centrally in her work, primarily in 

water-color, not acrylic. While having a hunch what the crux of the matter was, I wanted her 

define it in words she couldn’t.  

“I’m not a political person, let the paintings speak for themselves,” she blurted.  End of 

discussion of reportorial probing. The fix wasn’t merely her “politics” contra art.  Her politics 

were okay. She well knew she needn’t put her body on the line to prove it. The dilemma was 

entirely artistic. What was she to do?  Air-brush the towers away? Paste over a pristine image of 

the Lowell Range imaginatively romanticized, quaintly retrieved from the past?  Be satisfied 

doing figures of kitsch – a cast-iron mower set out for exhibition on the “lawn” of subdivided 

hayfield?  Her love song in watercolor stymied, her integrity of an artist who sees things as they 

are - menaced, how could she love the things we love as they are, when things as they were, were 

screwed up?  Nevertheless, I pressed. That the erection of the turbine towers must have posed a 

dilemma to an artist passionately committed to seeing things as they are – truthfully… 

  ”Of course!” she insisted. “They’d crucified the mountain!”   
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                    Wind towers, Acrylic on canvas, Lowell Mountain Series 

I backed off. Crucified said it, and more...The crucial image – twenty one turbines, arms 

cruciate, in a file atop the ridgeline. A line of crosses on the Appian Way, a rank of the crucified 

premonitory of Roman power. 

Eventually, she did find a way out. Although how this came about, point by point, 

narratively sequenced – she couldn’t say how.  At least in the interview preliminary to my 

turning more attentively to the work itself.  How an artist resolves such predicaments is 

unreportable, mysterious as the artistic process itself. At any rate, she succeeded. Proof-in-the-

Pudding, the telling testament being this selected gallery offered here. 

  

One need go no further than Cove at Hosmer Pond. It’s a show-stopper. Not only mine 

but the opinion of others who do  – unlike myself –  know a thing or two of graphic arts; as well 

as the locals who like myself  know  Hosmer Pond biblically as a fisherman or kayaker would. 

What grabs you is the perspective between the opposed points of the cusp gapping the cove – a 

mile down, the wider water rippled, before the ramp of the northern ridge, a misted  fainter blue-

green - a colormetric function of distance. No art degree required the command of perspective, 

self evident– demonstrable mastery. This, I’m informed, took many artists decades to achieve. 

But far more than mastery of technique, there resides nameless in Lowry’s perspective, a quality. 

The commentator was at a loss for words. For now, let us say -- posit -- that it may be the quality 

of the “sublime.”  

Sublime: sine qua non of Emerson and Thoreau, the transcendental lodestar and 

watchword for overcoming the gross effects of industrialism that by the 1840's had scalped every 

harvestable log from southern New England. It is then – in journal, essays and landscape art – 

that the quest for the sublime re-emerged, restored in nostalgic movement:   Back- to- the-Wild, 
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it was comparable to the Back- to- the-Land movement of the late Sixties that intrigued radicals, 

writers and artists to the NEK. A noble, well- worn path –:  Thoreau’s trek to Moosehead in 

northern Maine in quest of the well-spring of sublime being.  By then railroads had thrust up the 

Hudson and the Connecticut, transected one end of Walden Pond en route for Vermont. 

Concurrently, landscape artists had packed up their palettes and easels heading north to yet 

undespoiled headwaters - paddling up the Kennebec to do en plein air renderings of Mount 

Katadhin etc. 

 

 

 

   *                   *              *  

                                         Crawford Notch, Thomas Cole, 1839 

Beginning with the Hudson River School, landscape artists from the Northeast were 
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grouped as a genus by mountain range, along the great valleys and great rivers running thru the 

gaps: the Delaware being the mother of all depicted water gaps (over 95,000 hits a refined 

Google search popped up). Accordingly, Lowry can be placed in the Order of “regionalists.”  

Her POV on the Black River Valley is cousin- kin with Grandma Moses’ on the Hoosick Valley; 

with   Inness, Eaton and Wyeth’s respective to the Lackawanna, Schuylkill and Delaware. 

 

Closest historically and topographically, the White Mountain School of landscape 

painters furnish basis of continuity and revealing contrast to Lowry’s perspective.

Cole’s south view of the fabled notch of the Saco’s headwaters, emblematic of that set of 

painters (Champney, Custer, the Hill brothers.)   Painted the same year Thoreau embarked up the 

Merrimack, Cole’s view reflects the romantic escapism, then common aesthetic reaction to   New 

England’s “satanic” mills: counterfoil to Yankee industry – the forbidding scrags of the 

mountains that dwarf Man’s hubris.   Like Thoreau, Hill enthroned the intractable wild as a god. 

But not the God who hears our prayers; counts and cares about every feather that falls... The god 

of the mountain is ultramontane, doesn’t give a dam for an innocent party of wildflower hikers 

who nabbed by an April snow storm are buried summarily.   Granted, Cole obtains a quality of 

the sublime (note the transcendental mist in the jaws of the gap).  But in sharp contrast to 

Lowry’s, Cole’s brand of sublimity overawes.  

Difference is – Lowy double-frames her perspective.  Her mountain ranges remain 

indurate, perpetually magnificent and yet, humanly accessible. No infinitely removed – key to 

the difference – but measurably distanced, distantiated:    The artist’s point of view merged thru 

the clients’ kitchen windows, thematic of the commission’s charge. That accounts for all the 

difference in the road taken artistically, in the slant taken in the next figure – the near- 
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transcendental framed by the quotidian, the personally particular. . .  

 

 

View from the Kitchen Window, watercolor 

The three-section window forms a triptych. Top of interior frame, two ranks of copper-

bottomed pots hung on hooks from ceiling beam, catch a faction of external light;   pinholes of 

honey beam thru holes in the bottom of colander. Along bottom window shelf –   long handled 

sauce pan, enameled bronze coffee warmer, hand -thrown bowl; three potted house plants, likely 

bayberries – detail so fine you can presuppose that the undisclosed lady of the house had safely 

gathered them in from the veranda before the first frost, pruned, trimmed and placed them with 
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TLC on a shelf in the kitchen for the winter.  The meticulous rendering reflects the unseen 

woman’s equally careful tendering. The treatment is selective and unpretentious; understated and 

concentrated; photorealistic detail doesn’t come off as sentimental memorabilia, gratuitous. 

Rather, it serves coherence: e.g. the re-potting of the bayberries mark the date and season of the 

year, inside and out — surely, the first days of early December when the first light snow 

overnight shifts attention inward to kitchen’s amber warmth. Behind us by inference, you 

presuppose a cook stove emitting even, constant heat, differentiated from outside’s bright, fresh 

cold. To the seasoned eye it has the look of early December.  How that impression was 

technically illicited, the skillful artist keeps under wraps – something to do with accurate capture 

of latitude, slant and cast of light unique to the NEK. Illuminated softwoods, boughs snow-

cloaked; a sudden sunny day when plump wet flakes quickly stick and melt just as quickly.  A 

rare but not unusual convergence of weather that happens colloquially as “sugar snow” and 

punctuate sap runs. But this can’t happen in early December when color deserts hardwoods. 

Significant in the panel far right, a lone touch of red.  Small in scale and lone in color deviation, 

the itsy- bitsy figure of human habitation and farm use, the round red barn.   The teeny touch 

seems intentionally down-sized.  True, proportion’s correct; placed accurately in locale on the 

“flats” just before Route 58 rises to ramp the mountain.  It’s miles away; yet distancing serves an 

effect relative to the mountain’s magnitude. Not entirely unlike that of Thomas Cole’s – whose 

minute figure of a farmer was relatively humbled to the point of extinction at the base of an 

awesome, hostile crag. In contrast, the double-framed perspectives of Lowry’s “range-scapes” 

preclude the ultramontane; interpose a window frame to buffer apprehension of nature’s 

omnipotent indifference. 

From the Greek temples to Hollywood movies, double- framing has been and remains a 
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classic device.  It enables a wide range of Effects – shades of irony, extremes of disproportion 

and hidden likenesses. If Lowry had eschewed ironic effect, she could have – for example – 

inserted a cobweb into a trellis of an abandoned, apple orchard overrun with sumac and 

blackberries (evoking maudlin strains when Lilacs last in the dooryard bloomed etc.) But ironic 

contrast is not among the tools in her kit.  Neither is the cliché view of domesticated landscape.  

Otherwise in View from the Kitchen Window, you’d see the farmhouses with smoke curling from 

chimneys a la Grandma Moses. Rather, the mellow interior tricks and nudges you into a greater, 

expanded view.  The mountain range. A subtle ambush. It took me several takes before 

perceiving how she’d pulled this off. Disarmingly, I wrote originally, she‘d “sucked us “into the 

focal point.  

“Don’t say that” - she protested on reading the draft. ‘Sucked-in’ was in bad taste, made 

her blush.  

“Why not?”  I rejoined and argued – that was her intention albeit unconscious.  The 

artist’s slight of hand had succeeded in guiding “us to see things as you do, without us being 

conscious of being artfully nudged to do so. So when we finally do, it startles – a subtle 

ambush.”  She didn’t dispute the analysis; only requested the “sucked” be redacted. Instead, I 

agreed to write that she’d “drawn” us into the ambush of seeing the focal point.  

Indeed, her View from Kitchen Window does manipulate ours.  So artfully in fact, on first 

glance upon entering the kitchen, we’re detained; mellow coziness holds us back from seeing 

immediately what eagerly she wants us to.  The cozy interior pleasantly detains; tugs at the 

sleeve; re-potted bayberries; the love-worn utensils– cause us to linger inside to sip a latte poured 

from an enamel coffee warmer. The creature comfort of the quotidian defers the Long View.  

“Naughty Judy Lowry!”  Not until our heads are guided like a balky horse into a stall, do we 
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become aware. Thus installed, there’s no option but to see what all along was intended for us to 

see! So cleverly arranged, we feel our sight steered incidentally rather than purposely. We’re 

seeing it for the first time on our own – right under the cusp of copper-bottomed. Pans – a sliver 

of white snow.  

It lies near the crest of the range. It’s the focal point perfectly transected in the center 

panel, exactly aligned vertically. Above it and the spine of the range – a singular cumulus, in a 

creature-friendly crouch – relaxed au couchant. Below, a comparatively larger snow-filled space. 

The alignment provides the surveyor’s stakes to gauge distance; the tiny sliver of white may be 

over five miles away, yet measureable. And so above, the single cloud against sky- blanched 

gray – the flat color neutral.  The sliver is far away but not immeasurably remote.  I squint thru a 

magnifying glass - What the hell is it – could be up there at 2, 641 feet?   An observer imbued 

with Thoreau and notions of the sublime, ignorant of actual terrain, might fancy a high-altitude 

tarn – a deep spring-fed tarn spared from despoliation by virtue of sheer inaccessibility. That 

idealized projection would harmonize with Cole’s take of Crawford Notch, a wistful throw- back 

to a Romanized past before the first railroads had reached the headwaters of the Connecticut, the 

Kennebec, and the Penobscot. But Lowry’s landscape wasn’t post-dated. No! The sliver couldn’t 

possibly be a frozen pond, a freeze-dried version of Walden tucked away into a remote dell. A 

century ago, high mowing fields were a hallmark of Green Mountain landscape, its patchwork 

quilted pattern. These high patches of fertile terraces show the better ‘deal’ the Vermont Greens 

got on glaciation. Compared to New Hampshire’s Whites dark- green tweed (primarily soft 

wood),  Vermont’s mixed stands (hardwood preponderant to softwood ) alternated with greater 

share of cultivated and mowed fields to yield  richly quilted landscape that became  template of 

rural Americana  first typified by Grandma Moses. Alas, the quilt-scape became a cliché of 
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rusticity, the fate of good patterns too often applied. 

In summary, Lowry doesn’t do “rustic- for- rustic’s sake” nor aggrandize, hyperbolize the 

Lowell Mountain range into a transcendental platform.  At least in the View from the Kitchen 

Window, she clearly demurs from laying on too thickly any hint of the transcendent.  Under the 

grey-blue sky, she still leaves open the faint possibility, but halts just short of it; as if dialing 

back the camera’s F-stop from infinity.  

 

            *                   *              * 

 

 

At some point in 2013, for reasons both practical and artistic, she decided to paint by 

commission-only. The practical rationale easy to account - economic balance of time and 

income. Much harder to articulate   – the thorny issue plaguing writers as well: Point of View. 

“Without a starting point, what was I to do? The Kingdom has too much beauty to choose from.”  

  

Commission-only trimmed the problem of open-endedness. Wedding, birthday, house-

warming, anniversary – the market for the occasional and commemorative – proved both a 

rewarding constraint on her own perspective, a creative limit on the all- too-open, the absolute. 

 In transcendental lingo, Emerson’s “transparent eyeball”.  

Some clients would have Lowry interject collectables, fond objects, inherited tools – 

wheelbarrow, flag, special   pot, etc –Yankee kitsch.  Yet she complied, and continued (for a 

time) to accommodate and balance her point of view and perspectives with theirs.   Eventually 

instances cropped up – when the commission’s theme obviously played second fiddle.    
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                                     Barn Frame at Sunset, Watercolor 

 Here, the occasion marked the completion of the frame of a post-and- beam barn 

adjoining the client’s house in Irasburg. The skeletal frame rose against the Lowell range. The 

locale, same constant as in other commissioned jobs –in the background, the pre-eminent range. 

However, the tie-in to the commissioned occasion - what you’d expect to be front-and-center is 

contrariwise inconspicuous; your eye doesn’t spot it at first – a flimsy spruce- fir poking thru the 

rafter peak, ten lengths far right from the fulgent sunburst under the cupola. The down-sizing 

more apparent, given the “rafter tree’s” ceremonial significance dating from the Etruscans. 

Whether a fir, white pine or olive - in time immemorial human builders appended boughs of 
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trees to finished structures. Yet inspite of ancient symbolism, here the archetypal figure is 

marginalized, down-sized – a mere twig pointing off the ‘page’ of the staging. It’s a defining 

instance (but not the last) of Lowry’s creative vision transcending the contractual limit of her 

clients’ perspective.  

Contra her civil framing of the kitchen, here no detail of human presence, personalized   

property, demonstrates.  The  floor, absolutely bare, nakedly -clean –  no  hand saw, hammer, 

even a stray nail,  curl of wood shaving, boards veneered clean to grain under the braze of solar 

flare. It’s a technique of selective, concentrated precision, extreme magnification of detail, as 

under a glass lens held over a dry leaf; just as you make out the herring bone of veins, it curls in 

smoke, puffs and inflames. 

In New England, the post- and-beam barn frame is paradigmatic: an “old chestnut” 

alongside the covered bridge of neo-rustification. A Google search – Vermont landscape barn 

frames – yields myriad – many entries in pricey galleries in Bennington and Manchester. 

Typically, they’re of high caliber photo-realism. In technical respect, Lowry’s depiction can’t be 

faulted; neither its ultra precise exaltation of post-and-and beam metrics. If anything it appears 

overdone; but not intoned to be a rude reflection upon her clients’ life style, it’s solely Lowry’s 

intended Effect. To set up a frame of human order before torching it!  

Hardly a typical ye-old barn scene, it is no ordinary setting of a sun that with diurnal 

regularity sinks behind the ridge.   Strictly not a stereotypic sunset.  Cleary this is sundown. .  

Surreal to the point of sci-fi mysticism, the Effect, incandescent. Evoked is the White Heat 

transformative of creation that burst from William Blake’s engraving of Genesis.  

How did she pull this off?   Instantly the eye’s drawn into solar flare under the cupola; 

framing, clear-cut, compartmentalized between the rafters aside the cupola, the top ridge pole, 
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and below by the long horizontal  beam parallel to the molten- crimson line of ridge. Here the 

artist straight-forwardly leads the eye, but tricks by letting it be drawn into the entropic focal 

point, as into the maw of a volcano or into the core of an atom – all by undisclosing any 

destructive motif.  As if the undisclosed focal point possesses an inherent attractive force of its 

own, like a Black Hole masking the death of a star, a supernova. If Lowry had left an arc of sun 

just above horizon, we’ve have a reference point to latch onto, but wouldn’t have been sucked in 

inevitably. This manner underscores the fact the sun has sunk below if not into the bed-rock of 

the ridge – detonated a fusion bomb. NOTE – corner braces which have absorbed the nuclear 

intensity of the flare, but further NOTE – their line hasn’t been totally transected by the blast. ... 

nevertheless, the hapless eye is drawn to site it, the ground zero of explosion, the nuclear center, 

ground zero of the Manhattan Project. Take a magnifying glass. Focus on the middle of the 

cross-beam just above the crimson-melted ridgeline.  The beam melting away as the solder wire 

of a fuse under a nuclear blow torch. Mid beam, tapered in heat and color, a ductile graduation, 

from orange to salmon pink, to a minute break in the beam-line, under the glass, maybe less than 

a 1/32" where the smelt becomes blank-white. In the forge of White Heat – in the transformative 

zone mid destruction and creation?  Allusions to Blake aside, in technical terms, it’s an 

apotheosis of coloration, splitting of the atom of ORANGE.  A fusion that cleaves the sun’s 

spectrum down to the core of all color: White Light.  Stylistically, the Effect hyphenates a 

stunning change of Lowry’s key   – from a predominantly lineal medium to one in which the 

fusion of color comes within a whisker of linear form’s annihilation. 

 In balanced critique, her fusional use of color doesn’t go so far as to suggest the 

apocalyptic, nature most violent in its return.  The crimson fury of the ridgeline is counterposed 

by a baby-blue, robin’s egg sky. By adopting the sublime shade of the Renaissance, the piece 
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attains a tonal complement, a peace. The barn will survive and stand to weather many a storm 

and sundown.  As will sempiternally, the mountain range... 

 

 

 

                                               Nature’s Green is Gold, Watercolor

  Hands-down, the stellar of her watercolors, much exhibited and acclaimed, I was god-

smacked on first view by spontaneous, total Effect.  Professionally disposed to words. Or 

cinematic images of the screen play, primarily black-and-white as in film noir, rarely had I 

considered color essential, say in dressing a character in a particular shade of grey, green or red 
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sweater. A color dyslexic.  Due to a defect in the cones and rods of my eyes to receive subtle 

frequencies of color?  In any case, klutzy in color sense, a blockhead of a commenter, slow to 

grasp that the essence of watercolor lies in color!  Not that she hadn’t --in works reviewed above 

-- disclosed her impelling sense of color   – e.g. the solar flare melting the barn frame’s linear 

form,  that the  color dynamic contravened linear form, acted to dissolve form to the vanishing 

point...  Nature’s Green is Gold blows away dualistic rationale. The only language habla acqui – 

the media of color. I was knocked for a loop. No landmarks, bearings. Were those dark masses 

hulking the background the Lowell range or the Rockies?  Was the scrim of bleared sky  in the 

West or East?  If the East, was that snow cap on the White Mountains?  No familiar red round 

barn on Route 58 to orient by.  No framing whatsoever;  I had to dead-reckon without any point 

or straight line to reckon from,  other than grass slope in the unframed foreground that could be 

anywhere, a lawn or field owned by anyone.  No carefully transected focal point. Indeed no point 

of focus or stability the eye can rest upon amidst this profusion.  .By default of the normal, the 

surge of cerise up the valley.  

On first view, its magical quality seems inappropiate.Ostensibly to picture a poem of 

Robert Frost; it appears far afield from Spring in New England, but rather – a phantasmagoria of 

color set in Tolkien land. Her vision explodes limits not only of linear form, but constraints of 

occasional, representational art. Handicapped by color blindness, my critique retreated to grip the 

handles I did possess and experience to deploy – maple sugaring and the poetry of Robert Frost. .  

Peter Limon, a physicist and his wife Judy Jackson had retired to a house on the Irasburg 

Common, had commissioned Nature’s Green is Gold.  It was their choice of title, not Lowry’s.  

The occasion they sought to commemorate was a numinous moment in early May. It   had no 

fixed calendar date on the calendar. From year to year, the happening varied. A special 
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congruency was pre-requisted, multiple weather variables  – sun, rain soil factors that elicit a 

progression of tints from bud to leaf. The color phase was ephemeral, could last but minutes or 

an hour, yet held universal meaning for Frost, and thus became a ritualized rallying point for the 

Limon-Jackson’s. When the moment happened every Spring, the family would gather outside on 

a grassy knoll to read aloud the Frost poem.  

Nature’s first green is gold,  

Her hardest hue to hold,  

Her early leaf’s a flower;  

But only so an hour.  

Then leaf subsides to leaf.  

So Eden sank to grief,  

So dawn goes down today.  

Nothing gold can stay.  

 

Their five children grown some moved away, some with families of their own, the 

seasonal ritual continued long distance via postcards.  “Nature’s Green is Gold!” would flash the 

advent.  Besides the happening in early May, the note cards sent to mark birthdays and weddings 

commemorated the spirit of that dateless moment. This was the germ of Lowry’s commission:  to 

produce graphic accompaniment to the poem. 

The selection of words in the title was that of the client’s. But the title’s omission of 

“first” before “Green” misses Frost’s essential pivot: the ironic motif of the first line – the gold 

shade that precedes the Green. Cannot “stay.” Of course to Lowry, this nuance of poetic exegesis 

was moot. Disregarding Frost, she painted what she saw that day, yet note – the absence of Gold. 
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I’m a veteran of some forty sugaring seasons, a life-long student of Frost. Thus there was 

basis for me to sense this absence of elemental gold, get the conspicuous inconsistency between 

her and Frost’s takes essentially of the same biological event. Betwixt poem and picture, less 

subtle differences.  His, a concise eight-liner distilling phenomena to a two-color contrariety; 

Hers – an effusion of promiscuous color as divergent from Frost as Whitman’s Spontaneous 

Spring or Dylan Thomas’ The force that thru the green fuse drives the flower. 

“What’s that surge of color in the middle?” I telephoned to ask her about – the run of tree buds 

racing up the valley. I had to consult Roget, select a category of pink...  “The cerise!”  

“Cerise?”  She answered vaguely.  

“Fuscian, pink, by whatever name, the color of the bud about to leaf out,” I must have 

sounded annoyed to her.  As much by my own disability to define color, as her unconcern of the 

name’s importance, “Were they Cherry trees?”  

Either she had no idea if they were apple, cherry, poplar or maple; or else – unaware in 

the moment that it was the peak of the sugaring season. At the moment of conception in delicti 

such questions don’t matter.  

“I Paint what I See.”  (Her signature come-back.)  

 Okay. One can’t expect an artist to take field notes in the act of creation. Yet I could 

only grant her so many licenses, exemption; yet I too had prerogative and insisted to know how 

the ‘surge’ of cerise was a perverse but natural emanation of the natural or mere flight of fancy 

with zero correspondence with natural fact. . . I put it to her this way. .  

“I have to know what kind of trees there were.”  

Still not seeing the point, she did agreed to ask Judy Jackson who subsequently provided 

the  identification; in turn Lowry related it back to me:  first, that the light green  far in the 
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background were Poplars; in the near foreground; – Cherry trees in  blossom, sun striking at such 

an angle as to scant  the pink, bleach whiteness to ghostly. I interrupted   

“But what about the surge of cerise?”  

“She said they were... Maple?”  

Judy’s answer had a curly question mark at the end of her sentence, like a Valley Girl’s.  

While vacuous of her, to me it was mind-bending.         

“That’s amazing, never seen a leaf-out so…flamboyant.  

 

Frost was a keen observer of Vermont’s changing seasons. He reflected seasonal 

mutations in reflection of phenomenal tones. By apposition of image and color, he famously 

embedded universal irony and similitude e.g., the timbre of the Ovenbird, perennial resilience in 

the White Birch’s flex.  Nature’s first green is gold hinges on the antimony of Green and Gold, 

growth and decay.  In fine, a metaphysical distillate -- Lofty themes of World Thought – boiled 

down with cellular elements local specific to the metabolism of Rock Maple in northern New 

England.  The phenomenal shift in color of maple buds therefore attends universal antimony. 

While a spectrograph would have been handy, I did have a “handsel” to gauge this subtle 

permutation, the divergence of Frost’s poetic license from the nature’s actual chromatic 

progression.  How differently he and Lowry and confronted identical natural phenomenon! 

Hopefully dear reader, a primer on the Hard Rock Maple’s biologic cycle may clarify.  

 Hard Rock maple isn’t first to inaugurate Spring, not the first to “leaf out.” That 

distinction solely accords the Poplar. (See their April-Green tint in background).  In strict 

arboricultural terms, Poplar –much more so than Maple - typifies Nature’s First Green is Gold.  
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Also better accords with Frost’s color irony, it’s first in fall to show gold. Occurring between the 

time Poplar first show green and Maples ‘leaf out,” weeks of sap run ensue during which   maple 

buds undergo  mysterious metamorphosis.  By mid-May, Maple has totally “leafed out” into 

deep- green, and holds that hue to the peak of foliage’s explosion of crimson and gold. After the 

fall, thru November and December, stands of Maple s appear a tweedy dark- grey; dormant buds 

retrenched below the wavelength of perceptible red. Then slowly throughout January and early 

February, imperceptibly responding to incremental increases of sun, they enlarge, and finally 

erupt to show a dark ruddiness of an elongated raspberry . Whether or not sugar makers are 

conscious how this color exposure tropically excites a farmer’s mobilizing reflexes, it does 

concur with their busting out roads in the sugar bush, washing and scattering buckets -- the 

period of foreplay before tapping out.  In the NEK the proverbial date is Town Meeting. Day. It’s 

not a predictive date of the first Run, the factors too complicated for that. Only a warning date to 

get on your mark, all tackle trim. After Town Meeting, it could be a day or a week before the 

bottom of buckets pulse at 60 bpm in unanimous beat like a Brandenburg Concerto. By then, the 

season underway, the sugar maker subsumed in the process can scarce regard the color 

metamorphosis overhead; catch the imperceptible shift of bud tint... Too many variants in play – 

wind, rain, snow cover – to plot the ramping sap production, correlate sap flow with bud 

physiology. Like other natural systems, sap flow does fit the classic Bell Curve, and slopes 

exponentially to a peak, and falls off as it reaches a crest. ... Like other phenomena, the peak of 

sugaring only becomes apparent to those participating in it, after the fact. Boiling all night and 

gathering all day, you rarely have a free moment for visual confirmation of the “crash.” time. 

Time to take down the goal posts, put the chairs on the tables; confirm the buds have opened and 

begun to “leaf out” and thus catch the intermittent phase between bud and leaf, the evanescent -- 
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half bud-red, half of leaf-green. Even with the aid of a spectrometer, it’s problematic - angle of 

sight, cast of light, filtering action of cloud. That all said, from experience I’d still assert: that 

naming this color phase GOLD is a poetic stretch.  Most sugar makers, if asked to do so, would 

rather call it OLIVE. Obviously, from Frost’s interest, OLIVE doesn’t rhyme or scan, doesn’t 

resound monosyllabically with unitary Gold; clashes with metaphysic contrariety.  The sage of 

Ripton got it wrong. Lowry of Irasburg got it right!      

The upshot of this excursus. Lowry’s watercolor it turns out – once you penetrate its 

phantasmagoria - has greater fidelity to the sap run than Frost’s poem! But to be fair to Frost, to 

cut him poetic slack, I can grant his misnomer stemmed from looking at a different phase of the 

Bell Curve than Judy did. Be it Gold or Olive this intermittent tint comes after the peak. Gold 

can hardly serve as harbinger tint of ‘ever-retiring spring ‘heralding the crest of the sap run. Gold 

sounds the end of the splurge. Time to take down buckets, pop out the taps with a claw-hammer. 

On the other hand, Lowry’s surge of cerise is pre-peak.  It nails that equally instantaneous 

stage when the sap run has a finalizing climax; when in a matter of hours, not days, the leaves 

instantly permute, go from 49 per cent to 50 per cent open. Sap runs thru the day and thru the 

night, then before noon stop dead. Holding tanks running over, sugar makers stay up all night to 

keep up; don’t realize until it’s over that it’s over, that the buds have transmuted from pre-peak 

CERISE to post-peak OLIVE.   

The difference:  Frost’s Gold may be profound, but Lowry’s surge of cerise will “knock 

your socks off.”  The phrase is used advisedly.  Think of the moment she has espied, super 

charged in gazillion of eructed maple nipples, caught in delicti at the moment they enlarge and 

slicken. No wonder the artist herself had her socks knock off – couldn’t recount after the fact 

whether it been Poplar or Cherry.  What had consumed her eyes, made them surrender to it – the 
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fusion force of color. The extra-vagrant spontaneity that gave hundreds of viewers of Nature’s 

Green is Gold a like jolt. Mine was the sensation of having entered upon a world transformed, 

socked  by a profusion of biologic energy; a sphere no longer operational on the particle physics 

of Einstein, but sublimed to the realm of String Theory and/or Quantum waves. String or wave, 

in any case, no focal point. The cerise wave rolls in strings over the valley unabashedly erotic 

and promiscuous of form. NOTE the transmogrified – weird hoops of cerise – like pedicles of 

magic mushrooms. You’ve entered into New Morning, fresh Provenance.  

A wild touch of “magic realism” - The one Effect marks departure in Lowry’s work. 

More salient is the departure from the schools of landscape watercolorists.  Historically they 

were rooted and limited by location and linear bounds. Here the profusive wave of cerise whelms 

the stays of  Normal, the  linear; contravenes by flaunting intonation of   scarves and veils  

wound about the bodies maenads,  wanton maenads.  And wanton’s s the word for her. This is 

Mother Nature in the prime of her prime, unbound.  In comparison, Frost’s images of asters and 

sedate Ovenbirds, the difference between that and this riotous banshee band dancing Salome’s 

last veil.  

Which is not to flatly deny Robert Frost had never experienced like ravishment by 

Nature?  Like Judy, but more famously, he confesses a “love affair”.  But his - primarily an affair 

with the “world” a world of thought circumscribing nature.  Hers – I would suggest – is the 

“love” she sees primarily through her eyes. And what she sees here in this magical surge is the 

fuse driving that love. The distinction underscores the reason why – at least in literary reference - 

Nature’s Green is Gold appears so far afield from Frost’s; much, much cozier with Dylan 

Thomas’ the force that thru the green fuse drives the flower and Whitman’s Spontaneous Spring.   

Very much like Whitman, merged in the fusion force of nature. To my knowledge she hasn’t 
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done another quite like it. Not every day does the artist stand in the moment, in synch: at the 

right time, right place and angle to be rapt by nature’s phenomenal effusions! Those artists who 

have are few; and fewer still, those capable of transferring epiphanies to paper, canvas, or bars of 

music; even rarer still artists capable and willing to speak critically about creation after the fact.  

 Van Gough standing in the fields of Arles.  Dare-say, I wouldn’t have asked Vincent 

which tint he’d been using of sunflower- yellow… 

 

                                            *                   *              * 

 

 

  I’d commissioned Judy for a watercolor of the Dwinnel homestead. A wedding present 

for my stepson, reared from birth in the white farm house below the barn (above). At the time of 

the commission, Jonah was thirty-eight; had no direct memories of infancy there – being less 

than a year  –only what he’d  been later told by those commune members, myself   included,  

who’d  changed his diapers.  Before he was one, the commune had broken up; his brother and 

mother and I had bought and moved to a farm north of Hardwick.  The farm was a launch pad for 

a state-wide organization of consumer and grower co-operatives, spearheaded by Susan and 

myself.  In 1980, she died of cancer.  

I had no reason or interest to return to Marshfield, the site of Pie- in- the- Sky as the 

collective had been called.  Ten years after its demise I dropped by the house off Beaver 

Meadow Road to chat with the new owners-innkeepers. The Dwinnel homestead had turned into 

a  B&B.   

The renovation more serious than a sprucing- up, but less than a drastic make-over 
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                            For Robert, Dwinnel Homestead, Watercolor 

 

. Somehow the new owners had managed to preserve a whiff of the commune’s rad-hip 

cachet.   The remodeling had preserved the basic floor plan as etched in memory e.g. – the south 

side of dining room flanked by a long oak table that could sit twelve or more - where everything 

it seemed happened – where shell beans were shucked; child care negotiated, community 

organizing strategized and many joints passed. The B&B’s web site made note of this history, 

aimed at a clientele drawn by Vermont’s rep as haven for rad dissidents and ground zero of the 

Back-to-Land movement.  For a few years most of the B&B guests were vets of the Movement 

and nostalgic Baby Boomers.  By late 90's, the numbers of this market niche appreciately 

declined. 
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Twenty years had passed since my last visit. At the time of commissioning, Judy hadn’t 

yet asked me to write this commentary.   I’d heard second hand the place had again been 

renovated, but hadn’t seen the changes myself; not until returning there again in mid- September. 

 

        *    *   *  

I drove down to Marshfield with Bill and Judy.  The idea was to show them the 

homestead and help Judy frame a shot in the viewfinder of her Olympus. The best angle – 

assumedly of the house. During the drive I provided background on Jonah’s birthplace, Pie-in-

the-Sky lore. The account was intended to be brief, factual, and objective. Nevertheless, near the 

end of the drive, it waxed reminiscently into a vignette of the commune’s last days.  At the end of 

sugaring, standing in front of the soapstone sink above which, a poster of Mao leading the 

people thru a golden field of wheat. The house was near empty, our collective had dissolved. 

After drawing off the last syrup of the season, I’d come in from the sugar house with the felt filter 

– to wash out niter in the soap stone sink. Which I did without comment to anyone else – No one 

in the kitchen, dining room around the long oak table. No one in the house but Susan, the kids 

upstairs. The commune had split up. The moment seemed right to take the Mao poster down.  But 

I didn’t… 

       *    *   *  

 We were given a tour of the B & B by Jay, co-owner, innkeeper. The farmhouse had 

been remodeled within the year.   Definitely, thoroughly remodeled this time, rather than 

minimally renovated – it had been reformatted – new floors, walls and compartmentalized spaces 

– an enlarged formal dining room, a compact kitchen with marble counters, built-in stainless 

steel appliances. Gone was the soap-stone sink. (And of course Mao)  In tone, the decor had 
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changed from funky rad-hip, to gentrified “swank.” The south wall that had been flanked by the 

long table was gone, removed to open to a solarium and patio. Jay led Bill and me into the 

solarium.  There were hot house plants, cacti; a radiant-heated flagstone floor.  In a corner, yoga 

mats. And there were Hot Tubs - as Jay announced and demonstrated, pushing a button on a 

switch.  Sections of floor retracted, exposing wells of three tubs. Meanwhile, Judy had returned. 

She’d been outdoors, scouting a shoot. She took in the scene, surely my reaction to it, and then 

asked if I wanted to go outside with her to finalize selection of a camera angle.  

“No. You go ahead. Your move. Your call.”  She must have guessed by what I said and 

didn’t say – choosing the angle was hers by default.  

  *                       *                 *  

Two weeks later, she presented me with the finished work. My impression over-all 

unanticipated –   somber.  The house tucked beneath and partly obscured by the weathered barn 

thrice its size, hulking the foreground – the rusty red of its roof lifted to a lackluster sky 

comprising two-thirds, the frame. The day we visited had been overcast I can attest. . She hadn’t 

dimmed the light a degree less than if it had been registered on a light meter. Yet something 

indefinable underlying the somberness was in play. One hunch clued to the color of the rusty red 

barn roof ramped to the lackluster sky. Whatever - I didn’t have time or inclination then to 

fathom this, and quickly Fed-Xed the painting to California. Not until a month later would I 

return to study it (in print form).  

 By then, having reviewed her other paintings, I considered myself prepared and qualified 

to make comparative criticism (a premature misestimate). Going back to the Dwinnel House and 

Barn, it reappeared -- a total mismatch.  Most apparent, it lacked her sense of place. Absent, the 

Lowell range that usually back-grounded her vistas. In fact, there were no ridgelines – save, a 
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slim suggestion of one – sliced above the aluminum gray roof of the white-washed house. (The 

east ridge of the upper Winnoski Valley. That I knew, but who else would?)   

No double framing.  The views unbounded by window or a trellis; the only frame the 

camera.   Without the double frame, perspective became unreferenced, the undirected eye unable 

to sight on its own, a focal point.  To where it should be, normally, in line from the yellowed 

grass in the foreground to where sides of the house and barn abutted. Or would have been seen to 

have adjoined, if not for the tree! The tree Lowry not so subtly interposed! (Exclamation points, 

the critic’s in the act of discovery!)  Previously, we’ve noted how seductively, she “sucked” us 

unwittingly into seeing the focal point. But here it seemed she went to lengths to obstruct the 

normal line of sight. The tree growing out of the decayed high ride. It served to obscure what I 

didn’t care to see, the solarium!  That it was a stark cancellation of present reality, no one could 

realize but me and Judy.  Granted, it affected a Shock of Recognition, not unlike the “ambushes” 

in perspective she laid in other landscapes, but this was blatant ambuscade, albeit commiserative. 

She’d dealt with a like dilemma: the wind towers on Lowell Mountain that contravened loving 

the things we love for what they are.  Proof she’d anticipated my apprehension of returning to 

the homestead as if to the scene of a crime – the tree growing out the decomposition of the high-

ride. A sensitive, reassuring touch — organic redemption? Whatever, I was ambivalent. The 

cover-up seemed at first heavy-handed. Too obvious an umbrage of gentified reality. Yet an off-

setting consideration: no one else, Jonah included, couldn’t know or care, view it as a breach of 

the artist’s pledge to portray things as they really are in the present. Nor could anyone else as 

keenly appreciate the master stroke  it was. Not only was the Effect a statement of release – that I 

didn’t need to accept and own that perspective, but should search elsewhere and look differently 

“outside the box” of formal composition!  
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In previous work, she’d avoided “cheap shots; for instance, angles of disproportioned,   

ironic contrast. But here, disproportion and contrast were stark. NOTE how in scale and tone the 

weathered barn dominates, superintends the white-washed house. Thus the house where Jonah 

was born (the putative subject of the painting’s commemoration) comes off reduced to after-

thought. Liberated from the obstructed focal point, your eye deflects, has to settles on the barn... 

Built into a hillside, the barn stands steadfast; sills set square on a rock foundation uneroded by 

spring freshets - testimony it has survived over a century, sui generi weathered siding in area and 

hue predominant over the house’s white-washed facade. The barn boards,  brown-grey, an  

amalgam of weathering planed by the elements down the wood’s grain, the roughed texture 

precisely rendered in contrast to the house’s glary aspect. The house’s seven windows blank – 

the detail of panes omitted - stare out lifelessly. It would have been too easy for the artist to score 

that - the ironic contrast of nostalgic past to alabaster present. However, the Judy I knew hadn’t 

an ironic fiber in her temperament, personal or artistic. The tree blocking the solarium forced 

attention on the barn – only.  

 

  *                   *              *  

 

    “But to do color well requires your life.”  

       John Ruskin, 1839  

 

At the time of Nature’s First Green is Gold, Judy hadn’t read any Ruskin.   By the line 

above, Ruskin implied a lifetime of praxis in coloration and much, much more.  Not as if she’d 

hadn’t on her own been dedicated to this modality. Case in point - her depiction of the cerise 
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wave of maples surging with sap - the capacitance of genius to merge in the protean force of 

color. As Ruskin had extolled, she could give all, surrender vision totally to color’s command.  If 

an artist could dedicate so completely, why not the critic of the artist’s work, to a lesser degree 

suspend linear forms of criticism by which the Word inevitably adumbrates the Seen?  Adapt and 

reapply the investigative reporter’s precept – “following the money” – “to following the color?”  

Left brain deferring the right’s role as the chief conductor of Color.    The Yellow Pages 

commend, “Let your fingers do your shopping.”  Conversely, let eye conduct thought critical 

assay. I didn’t come into this speculative tact idly; didn’t come on to it by reading Ruskin. But by 

necessity – out of a classic writer’s block. After a week of writing, re-writing and re-viewing, I 

was hopelessly stumped – the operative word. Literally and figuratively stumped at the base of 

the tree that blocked out the solarium. The tree’s branches and twigs so dense and tight they 

formed an impervious shield. The pit of the shield,   absolute Black of Carbon Black! Dense as 

lead, it deflected thought like atoms.  Consequently, the eye had to lift -- up -from the closed 

barn door to the roof’s rusty blood-red... 

A-hah! Rusty blood-red, subliminally dominant. A unique and strange amalgam, ferrous 

orange of steel roof, washed and rusted over time, blended with red paint, dissolved by rain, 

snow, abrasive sliding ice sheets.  Generations had passed since the steel had been painted; 

unlike the wood boards untainted by any fleck of red. I reasoned – after two hundred years of 

weathering – the boards would have been lent an antique patina, the special tone contemporary 

restoratonists of the colonial strive preciously to simulate.  That the roof did retain a paint trace 

of red gave it a unique impress, ruddy gravitas. The result, compared to the boards’ reduction to 

grey, was a richer blend of color and complex of interactions. This might explain the effect of 

“gravitational attraction” – the higher frequency of wavelengths within the color compound 
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which induced the eye. But this aesthetic speculation put the cart before the horse. Recommitted 

to Ruskin, I stuck to letting color and texture rein the impetus of thought.  

 The barn boards lay straight and unwarped; lent an overall sense of the building’s 

stolidity; constructed into the berm of the hill, it rested securely on sills and a rock foundation 

unheaved by frost and erosion. Unbowed, the barn boards in detail were bleared, weathered 

down– brown-blurred to black, black to  gray patches of wood grain; the basic association of 

umbral undertones, reduced in gradations to Carbon Black of Earth.  If the weathering process 

had proceeded, had stripped the boards totally to gray, the salt and pepper effect would have 

been distinguished – the  complexion of sage of a old farmer with trimmed gray salt and 

peppered hair, round rimless glasses. Instead, the bleared boards dis-attracted; deflected eye up.  

Up to the roof - to the curious streaks in the runnels of corrugated steel. Ah-hah! Over time water 

shed from the ridgeline to the eves had faintly striated the runnels. Brushwork so exactingly fine, 

a magnifying glass again needed to reveal how many striations there were; to show how they 

rappelled the eye up and beyond the ridge beam! The artistry of the projection once recognized a 

curious let down.  The sky above was opaque; gave no hand-hold for the catapulted eye to cling 

to without sliding down.  Mis-projected, it had to stay straddled on the roof’s ridgeline perplexed 

until finally seeing down the perfect level of the ridgeline to its mid-point – the CUPOLA!  To 

anyone else save me, it shouldn’t have been such an epiphanic insight.  Right away, a moderately 

discerning viewer would have spotted it!   

That is, any viewer of the homestead other than a person with a blind spot place-specific 

to bitter-sweet remembrance. In any event, the scene’s truly presiding figure emerged — the 

CUPOLA!  
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 It crowned the weathered barn like the cornice of a temple, the tip of its pyramidal roof, the 

highest point of the homestead... Perched there, a barn swallow would command a bird’s eye 

view. As well, a bird-sized view. Was that the point of the diminution?  Of the scene’s three 

structural figures, that the dinky cupola’s controlling view was so…unpretentious?  While subtly 

distinguished, it rises in sharp relief: in exquisitely small detail, the finely-etched louvers, 

shuttering the ventilating shaft. This singular touch of photorealism contraposes the house’s 

blank window devoid of panes in contrast to the cupola’s unscathed loveliness.  Louvers intact 

and functional, it has not only survived general weathering but emerged beatified by blessings of 

rain, wind and sleet. The ventilating shaft it housed still worked; still respirated humid air out 

through the louvers. Regardless of the barn’s abandonment, it had been sixty years since the last 

bales had been hoisted into a bay.  The cupola persisted, still inhaled and exhaled. Still breathed.  

Resonated a life and history of human design and vision...  
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But I checked myself. The temptation of nostalgia to filter perception. All well and good 

when employed in biography; but in form criticism, better excluded.   The figure of the cupola 

was what it was – a rose is a rose is a rose, etc. While personally symbolic, it still was a percept 

of fond remembrance; selectively perceived thru that “filter.”  The rub was that without my 

personal history and farming experience, would any other viewer perceive the cupola as I had?  

Say, in the context of generations of family farmers who had carried on the agrarian ideal – - 

from the Dwinnels to the Pie-in-the Sky communards? Probably not. Yet still, the cupola would 

compel their eye, as it did mine - by a peculiar quality it emanated, for lack of any other word – 

luminosity. 

 

 Luminosity – a quality you can’t own by pasting words on it. Associated luminescence. 

The tiny orange buoy glowing in the cove. Where this ‘stroll’ thru Lowry’s gallery had begun – 

the Cove of Hosmer Pond. And likewise there was mind’s eye detained. In retrospect, the buoy 

had the same gravitational pull as the cupola, the same inconspicuous significance inversely 

scored by small size, marginal position. Thus the spec of incandescent orange was as intense 

intrinsically as the huge solar flare melting the barn frame was explicitly. By color, the cupola’s 

was subdued in the extreme. Compared to a boldly orange pumpkin,  a shy violet you’d pass 
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over  unnoticing if it were  a violet or an aster – if it  had any color at all  much less bore a name 

tag,  designate of its elusive, ethereal shade. On first glimpse, the cupola’s subliminal tone 

approached the threshold of conscious distinction. Mauve? Lilac? Lavender? No one tag 

matched came even close to naming this tonal admixture.  Consulted the 1930 edition of Color 

Dictionary. .  Under MAUVE were listed dozens of sub-tints to choose.  Under LAVENDER, 

some forty-eight! Between the two headings, intermediate tints like lilac, overlapped. Naming a 

color, I learned, was complicated. Lavender and Mauve were broad Orders comprising many 

Genus and Species. To categorize the Cupola as Lavender was simplistic reduction, a 

generalization that missed the rich diversity of elements coalescing the whole; not unlike terming 

a pharmaceutical drug by its trade name rather than by its formulaic one. At any case, the 

“accepted” recipe for Lavender was 50 per cent violet, 50 per cent water. The generic formula 

for its elemental composition was Red, White and Blue.  

In any case, a working title was needed; thus the writer decided upon lavender. It had to 

be a three- part blend, but of what proportion - was it Lavender-Lilac-Mauve, a Mauve-Lilac-

Lavender, a Lilac- Lavender-Mauve?  Thus the writer in a tizzy to definitely name the 

unnamable, bird-dogged the artist. In fact, he disrupted cocktail hour to demand:   

“You nailed the color. No doubt about that. How did you do it?”  

 She didn’t recall at first, fetched and then searched amongst the tubes at bottom of the 

easel, and found two.  

“Gray and Burnt Umber. Chinese White. Started with gray; two dabs of Burnt Umber; 

two washes with Cerulean Blue before I got it.” 

“Gray?” “I pressed.  “What kind of Gray” Her generic answer rubbed me the wrong way, 

ruffed the investigative reporter’s captious quest of specificity. 
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  “They’re forty eight tints of Gray “I interrogated, citing the 1930 edition Dictionary of 

Color.  “Pearl-Gray? Gunmetal Gray?”  

Clueless, she examined the tube in question, and then handed it over. Without glasses, 

she couldn’t read the minute print. I could – it was Gray with a small tint of Azure Blue. “That 

helps some – accounts for the blue element. But where did the pink come from?  It’s there – 

mixed into the lavender or whatever you call it. What do you call it? “Again in a snarky tone, 

pressuring the artist to pick the suspect out of a Line Up.   

She didn’t know what to term the color she’d blended; nor where the pink had come 

from, certainly not from burnt umber.  

“It didn’t come from the cupola,” I snapped. What stood out in my memory in contrast to 

the roof’s residual trace of red paint – the wood of the cupola looked never to have been painted.  

  “Hmm”, Judy mused, giving me a look of quizzical concern - why was I so huffy?  

Cross-examining her on facts inessential to art itself?  “I paint what I see and that was the tint I 

saw...is all this necessary?”  

Weeks past the Commentary’s deadline, the web page designer was angst, in a hurry to 

get the page up and running. Meanwhile, the soi-disant copy writer was hung-up on the 

pigmentary composition of Lavender! Or was it Mauve or Lilac?  He persisted.  

“I’m sure about the wood of the cupola, one thing I do remember.  It was unpainted. They 

probably used ash, maybe basswood. Maybe the virginal grain.... whatever wood used, it had a 

trace of pink in it. No es?” 

Judy shook her head, but had no choice but to indulge my pedantic pursuit into the optics 

of color, extraneous to the artistic process of seeing things steadily whole and nameless; bootless 

to getting the web page up and running.  
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“It could be... just reflected light, “wearied, she opined.       

“A combination of down-lighting and up-lighting”? 

“That’s how works ...if you need causes, Down from the sky, opaline grey with a tint of 

blue…” 

”But the pink!” I insisted.  

“From the roof, obviously.”  

“Of course. Thank you. That’s all I need to know. “  

That explanation felt right.  Rationally, it yielded what had been missing – resolution of 

the cupola’s luminous color - the missing elusive pigment,  missing ingredient that melded the 

varying sub-tints, undertones:  quintessence of lavender. Moreover, in mind’s eye, it resonated 

pigments of remembrance... tonal blends ... the ruddy- rusted roof matched the tips of maple 

buds. I’d traced the tonal path that far, too far one would think to become enthused simply by the 

fanciable and predictable inference: the train of association that led from rutilant maple buds and 

herald the first run of sap. Okay. The sap will run again; Okay.  Some things do return. That 

minimally was taken for granted. A limited perpetuity, sure – it covered the perennial flowers of 

the field.  But to extend the inference to cover human nature was for cock-eyed optimists.  

     The skeptic checked the impulse to over-project the rose-tint of nostalgia “Isn’t it pretty to 

think so.?”  The last line of The Sun Also Rises.  The tag line may have worked for Hemingway 

but did little to wrap up a critique of landscape watercolors for me.  

*  *  * 

At the end of our tour of the B & B, Jay had walked us to the back porch. In front of us 

across the dooryard – now a parking lot for guests – towered a tree, trunk huge and venerable. 

Judy inquired about it. Jay replied, “White Pine. It had a companion...or – “to its side, his hand 
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gestured to the corner of the parking lot at the top of the driveway,” - a mate,” -then turned to 

me. “You must remember that the sugar house was there...?”  

It had stood at the top of the driveway.  Earlier we’d driven right past the spot, making an 

L-turn into the former dooryard. Thinking of other things, I hadn’t noticed it was gone. 

“Two years ago, an ice storm, heavy winds –toppled the pine, collapsed the roof.” 

Yes, I said after a while, slow to absorb actuality, the empty space. Yes, I said I now 

remembered the sugar house, dissembling that indeed I’d quite unremrmbered it. The sugar 

house was gone; though barn and cupola endured. Minimal consolation. Didn’t help much to fill 

the void that Joni Mitchell tolled in my head – that the sugar house was gone. Gone along with 

the White Pine beside it, the space paved and sectioned into slots for SUV’s.   

Don’t it always seem to go  

that you don’t know what you got  

till it’s gone? 

They paved paradise  

and put up a parking lot...-  

 

In the drive back with Bill and Judy I was benumbed.  Little was said. They paved 

paradise and put up a parking lot replayed and replayed, the record stuck bitterly on the line. 

They paved paradise and put up a parking lot reprised and reprised unremittingly.  

What was gone was gone left me blank not knowing how to get it back. 

Unrealized, the thematic paradox. The segue into how to wrap up this Commentary, key 

to a conclusion that gave no more than consolation. No genuine satisfaction.   
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Epilogue. 

   The pang of remembrance the visit evoked –the forgotten sugar house – -

gradually stopped occluding work-a-day attention. When first raised – doing the text of Judy’s 

on-line “gallery” - it was three weeks after we’d scouted the Dwinnel homestead. But once again 

– I forgot.  However, submergence of what had been uncomfortably impinged, it did allow me to 

accept the assignment with due expressions of alacrity. Thus began, the writing went on 

apparently unperturbed.  The biographical sketch and critical review of the first two watercolors 

in the “gallery” posed no stumbling blocks.  In less than a week, I dashed off over a thousand 

words – no sweat. But the next two works – the solar-infused barn farm and Nature’s Green is 

Gold -- were radically disparate. No equivalent facility applied.  Handling and packaging a book 

review was as commensurate to a critical appraisal of graphic art as apples were from oranges, 

cheese from chalk. In the attempt of a competent art review, it very soon became very plain, the 

writer didn’t know diddly-squat.  The resort and ploy of writers – faced with a subject whom 

they know in fact zilch – since time immemorial has been to over-write “brilliantly”: around the 

obstacle of their ignorance –or as the hard-boiled city editor would advise the cup reporter on 

deadline - “just pull it out of your a___”.  But the ploy had only so much traction.  Manifestly 

didn’t apply to art criticism. Progress on the commentary slowed to a crawl. Measured in time 

against two afternoons spent on the first pair of paintings the next two took a week.  Bungling 

thru terrain without map or sure direction, depths not on the map; deviations un- registered on an 

ordinary compass - were encountered. Lowry’s medium was – not only a radically different 

order than mine – but operated at an intimidating high level of artistry: Doubtless, the reason the 

pace of writing had to down-shift. Relative to her art, I was a hack.  To do her art justice, I’d 
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have to “up” my own game considerably. Not only learn to speak in another medium compatible 

with her language, but to negotiate within that medium on a level of highly complex artistry. 

Earlier recounted – the writer’s ludicrous campaign to think in color rather than word 

first; earnest striving to put the ‘cart’ of the Word before impelling Image; officious interrogation 

the artist was subjected to by the obtuse writer persistent to pin down her recipe – to push a pin 

through the undefinable; the analytic reduction  of  pigments that comprised the cupola’s 

ineffable lavender . The writer exasperated on several scores. Most manifest editorially -- the 

word count. He’d pounded as many words into Dwinnel House and Barn as the previous four 

combined.  Even worse – the four previous critiques “worked” – ended squarely on resolute 

footings. But in spite of 3,140 words expended thus far, what the ending wanted emotively – one 

word epitomized– satisfaction.  For lack of anything else, it settled on “quintessence.” (As if   4th 

Century Gnostics made up the Commentary’s readership!) Abstract and prolix, the term couldn’t 

remotely   connote the cupola’s sine qua non, its luminousness.   Despite the Medieval mystics 

who nominated it as the Fifth unknowable, innominate essence, it left me cold: fatuity 

tantamount with Gertrude Stein’s smug a rose-is-a-rose-is-a rose.  Or the theology of 

transubstantiation whereby bread and wine transmuted to body and blood.  Or was it the other 

way round?   In any event, it served to wind up the endless Synod debate. The matter was 

declared a “mystery.”  Period.  

Likewise a matter of expediency, “Quintessence” would have to do.  It was now a month 

over the impossibly promised deadline.  Yet I didn’t wind it up, disc-copy and dispatch it 

forthwith to the impatient web designer. Some connection in absentia nagged.  Another remedial 

trick was employed. To set aside unjelled material, let it incubate – just as a plum pudding set in 

a warming oven for a while to properly cohere. In the meantime, the writer moped about, 
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brooded, ruminated upon that missing conduit.  

Another week elapsed. Before this entry was made in the outline of the rewrite.  

“Not for lack of technical resolution – with Judy’s puzzled help, the ingredients – the  

pigmental elements - had been fingered, induced, and the key one isolated – the tint the barn roof 

refracted onto the cupola. She’d mastered the chromatics –the subtle technique of tonal 

graduation analogous to harmonic progression in music on a par with Schubert. This, an expert 

critic could have terminology to show, to show empirically that it was “real.” But  something 

more remained  that personally  resonated, but harder verbally  to objectify.... in that... the rusty 

red  the roof does ‘induce’ the maple  buds’ crimson,  anticipant of the first sap  Run. .. To be 

sure, it did toll nature’s perennial come-back, the sap will run again.  But did not make a 

conclusion that wholly satisfied.  It felt limited, fixed in the minor key of Solomon’s stoic song 

of consolation the sun also rises. Indifferent to human connection, personal reference...  Devoid 

of human leaven; and for me the personal link to complete the memory loop, activate the 

circuitry of insight and remembrance. Lacking that, the ‘circuitry’ couldn’t be traced; sentences 

of the commentary from beginning to end couldn’t be integrated or wired.”   

Two weeks later, another entry: 

“Christmas Eve.  Drove up the Creek Road to Ray’s Store. The overt intention of the trip 

– to buy eggs and Half-and-Half, ingredients of eggnog. Sipped Canadian whisky along the way, 

scribbled on clipboard.  On one side of the page, radiant image of cupola; on the other, stuck 

refrain of Yellow Taxi (title of Joni Mitchell’s lyric).  Between entries, a two-way arrow. 

  <_____________________________>  

   Reciprocity  

“No clue what the unreferenced, unpredicated Reciprocity meant nor what the inter-active 
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line signified – other than from med school biochemistry – some murky interaction of two amino 

acids in solution. Meanwhile ahead – a clutch of turkeys roosted in boughs snow- laden, road-

side apple tree.  Second later, turkeys rousted, puff, powdery spray – - spindrift of atomized 

snow blitzed a scrim over the windshield. Instantly blinded, I braked - turkey enrolled in the 

snow-spray?  Next instant, wind-swept cleared road ahead.”  

  On the way back from Ray’s scribbled addendum to the schematic, under the two-way 

arrow and reciprocity -  

      <_____________________________>  

    Reciprocity  

  Lavender Flux  

What either meant – the Lavender Flux or the problematic schematic – I hadn’t the 

foggiest idea. Nonetheless – driving through the spindrift of snow powder – the addendum did 

feel genuine, possibly a mirabile dictu.   

 As such, the scribbling transcribed on the clipboard didn’t pan out later as intelligible or 

useful – that is – easily convertible into words and sequential sentences. Rather than making 

eggnog on Christmas Eve, the writer re-opened the lap top to make usable sense of the possible 

epiphany; paged down to the forced ending that so grievously lacked satisfaction.   But where to 

start?  Like a research chemist tasked with an assay of two inter-active compounds, and co-

enzyme acting ambiguously between, it was initially boggling. The key was to assume the 

lavender as the flux dually informing the figure of the cupola and/or loosening the stuck refrain 

of the lyric. The latter, the more pressing, stressful. One step, one leg at a time –   I’d  start with 

the manic refrain, what evidently and mentally, was felt most demanding, what had stuck in 

mind like a record fixated  fugally on They paved paradise and put up a parking lot.  Syndrome 
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of manic compulsion. The fugal obsession.  Around idee fixe, mind revolving monomanically. 

Around a tenacious, fixed belief, fanatic; the “burnt-out” walking-wounded vets of the Sixties, 

crying morosely in their beer, who dwell on the bitter dregs of remembrance, irredeemable regret 

and loss.  Stuck.  Unable to lift the needle, or flip the record over.  Maybe that’s how 

quintessence of lavender worked -- as a flux, dissolving fixity, so you don’t look at things from 

one side only, so you come to grok, there’s a flip side to embittered remembrance. Incredible for 

left brain, the overly-literate dominant hemisphere to concede – I hadn’t got it, not dug Joni’s 

concatenation, the linked rhyme between the got in you don’t know what you got; and the lot in 

the parking lot in the line below.  That, with the paved being in the past tense was the clou –. 

Whereby the lyric pivoted on a cotter pin between the rhyme-links, and turned on the antinomy, 

one ironic, the other resolvent.   

Which link of association you take depends on which tense you choose forgot.” In the 

preterit, it’s ironic consolation merely; you only know how good you had it (got = received) in 

the past when you realize the past is a done-deal, paradise indeed paved over by asphalt. 

However, in present tense -- despite ungrammatical – “you got”? - It may be read doubly (1) that 

“you still own what (2) you undeniably know is gone.” ‘Tis paradox, yet more enlightening than 

straitened irony. The latter - the ironic - was my first take, biased by remembrance, bent to the 

bitter side of antinomy.   Irrevocable loss – nostalgized; esteeming the present in wistful 

retrospect to temps perdu. No wonder it plagally repeated, like a compulsively- stuck record. Yet 

a knot remained to be unraveled. Was participant-observer simply having a ‘bad day’ – the glass 

subjectively perceived half-empty when objectively half-full?  Or was the question only 

predicate of the writer’s died-in-the-wool skepticism, his predilection to cast words in the 

preterit, in the mould of a done-deal?  To read by normal grammar the line -- which you don’t 
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know what you got till it’s gone – the answer – the writer was but memorializing loss, getting just 

consolation in return for a minamalist’s expectations.  

Thus he reasoned. He’d gone as far as he could - verbal left brain tagging behind fusional 

color. Re-converted to parsing inconsistency verbally.  Standard grammar proscribed:  usage of 

got must be past-participle only.   Yet tense and meaning within Joni’s hipster vernacular were 

both ambiguous and paradoxical.  Pre- mirabile dictu, he was enabled only to accept got either/or 

– either in the past or the present, but not and/or. But both sides now were incompatible with the 

brand of knee-jerk skepticism, a reflex of the boggled mind.  Thus he denied got in the present 

tense; snuffed inference of possibility – that full acknowledgement of what seemed gone, could 

miraculously restore what irreparably was gone. Interpretation - no self respecting, honest realist 

would allow. Thus he’d dissed got in its present tense, rejected it in the temper reprised in the tag 

line of Sun Also Rises “Wouldn’t it be pretty to think so?”    

 But that reasoning was pre- mirabile dictu. Now something had changed. Lavender 

acting as flux to inform multiple, mind-bending meaning? At any rate, it invoked lines of earlier 

lyricists who’d famously employed ungrammatical vernacular. Ira Gershwin’s.  I’ve got plenty of 

nothin’ and nothin’s plenty for me. “Not the least I got rhythm, I got rhythm, I got rhythm.  Hip 

patois bespeaking the paradox of having lost all and still having plenty wisdom sufficient to the 

day, spoken out of standard tense, to boggle verbal mind to accept quintessence, – that beat that 

goes on. .  . 

Perhaps this was sufficient – why Medievalists had extolled the known Fifth essence– the 

quintessence that perdures out of tense, out of time.  In this enhanced context, quintessence 

wasn’t so lame after all, not just phony consolation; only sop to sorrow.   What is gone may be 

gone. After all is said and done, quintessence still abides.   
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On first scan, he hadn’t wholly seen - how Judy’s peculiar shade of lavender bestowed 

the cupola with quintessence. Rather, he’d centered its tonal in congruency against lackluster sky 

above the barn’s umbral. Of course, to work centrally and intrinsically, lavender had to be 

anomalous... Thus the impress, the intransient solvency twigged right brain to explication.  Out 

of all forty-eight pigments  for lavender  listed in the Dictionary of Color – from the mauve of 

melancholia to gay lilac – the combo she’d blent was  resolvent. Brighter than mournful mauve, 

more somber than gay lilac.  How exactly this solvency coalesced, cohered the undertones of 

lavender, Judy temperamentally was not enabled to say. Inexplicable, unnamable, beside the 

point that it worked, functioned on all levels of time and space. Bitter remembrance aside.  

 

 

 Cupola presides; coheres the Dwinnel homestead, past and present, sweet and bitter elements By 

dint of Quintessence, self-evident resolvent tint. By the solvency of its radiance, focalizes - not 

by domination of its area and scale, significantly unpretentious, but in convergence of radiance, 

subdued, lambent lavender.  

On your own, you can sense – without the rigmaroles of sorting thru remembrance - that 

the painting works outright. You don’t need a history of the place, to recall it as a setting of a 
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commune’s dissolution, don’t need to define why and how luminous lovely lavender perudres 

and bides above the barn’s umbral, time-weathered survivorship; don’t need to know that by 

blocking out the solarium; forgoing pedestrian focal point Judy Lowry diverted the eye’s normal 

fix on predictable perspective, and conducted its lift to the cupola and the perception that - it 

does indeed abide. 

 However, she “nailed” the Lavender; she worked a miracle in coloration. Be it by grace 

or a lucky blend of burnt umber and refracted tint from the barn roof. For me the clue  was the 

latter, the tint specifically refracted from the barn roof. By first sighting then tracking it, I was 

led in tow tint by tint to the cupola; as Hansel followed the legendary trail of cookie crumbs 

home. The miracle she’d worked in resolving the sub-tints of lavender no less miraculously 

resolved the taints and tints of my remembrance. Like Hansel, a bit dense, slow picking up of the 

cookie crumbs, didn’t perceive the link of associated color tones.  The “signifier” – key-note – 

was the barn roof, its rusty blood-red patina. Recall reader , how I  had to pressure Judy, squeeze 

out of her the factum –  that the cupola’s color was partly a tint refracted from rusted roof of the 

barn below. That in train led to the ruddy tint which resonated the rugose tint of maple buds 

anticipant of sugaring season; and from there, segued in the catenation of memory links to 

another roof which, like the barn’s, had been corrugated steel, once painted red that the blessings 

of weathering, rain, snow and sleet had blended to the same ruddy meld of rust and streaked 

paint....  

The memory loop of cookie crumbs led to the sugar house! 

Twice forgotten the sugar house was gone... Though it had been easily to forget – once 

before, a second time after Jay had gestured to where the sugar house had been, now paved over 

for guest parking. Again for months afterwards when Jay first had asked on the porch if I had 
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forgotten, and I lied – tacitly amazed how the sweet along with the bitter had been unselectively 

suppressed. The blind spot would could have persisted still, this Commentary would have been 

left unsatisfactorily resolved, had not mind’s eye been led along this tonal path back to the sugar 

house. Gently forced to see clearly that within the parking place next to the stump of the White 

Pine – the sugar house was gone. And yet in the simultaneity of re-vision, remembering fully, the 

sugar house under the lee of the huge white pine that shed its ruddy needles on its roof; alongside 

the evaporator, a tattered divan of French Empire design that looked to have survived the War of 

1812.  The sugar house was gone and I got it.  

That you don’t know what you got until you completely remember it is gone and you’re 

still alive. Yes, the sugar house was gone, its place preserved in memory and now reserved for 

parking BMW’s. Yes, the house of Pie had fallen and the woman named Susan was dead.  

None-the-less, the cupola perdures, a benison – the sap runs again. 

As does reside, dear Brutus, antinomy’s old refrain – in the stars, in the grain of maple, 

wood, in ourselves. You must forget what is gone to recall what abides.  

I still sugar. Boil down on a kitchen stove with a view of a mountain range in the 

Northeast Kingdom in live another house and with a woman I love.  

 

   We love things we love for what they are.   

From the start of taking on this Commentary, I’d wished to end full circle in the key of 

this motif, Judy’s lodestar.  

I paint what I see.  She paints what in the world, eyes-wide open; she ingenuously 

perceives and faithfully transpires into watercolor. Perhaps that’s why her art on all levels 

succeeds.  From the Long View of undulant  mountain ranges that perdure, to the small  nuances 
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of personal association (the repotted bayberry plants)  .Her artistry  works - in empirical terms of 

what really exists in the world ( the biological surge of sap rising in maple woods) as well in the 

fond remembrance of a sculling coach. . That, I’d submit is transmuted thru ingenuous vision, 

wide-eyed embrace of bittersweet antinomy. Not so baffling a paradox if you can see – as she 

does – impelled by color’s fusion – quintessence coalesced in the heart of the nature of things. 

She got there naturally. Whereas this writer – virtually color-blind  –  had to arrive the hard way; 

via the dense left brain, re-scrambling words, re-sequencing sentences, reviewing images in  

mind’s eye squarely, rather than seeing right brain-wise, in full D, full color – wholly.  

Belatedly, he got it. Yet to do so,  he had to bush whack the verbiage before seeing  forest 

for the trees; before he could  tweak satisfactorily the  lyric of the Yellow Tax -- (No doubt a nip  

of Canadian whisky and a powder-puff of spindrift snow helped)   But once he got that lavender 

was quintessence, the rest - closing the commentary – was a ‘piece of cake.’ Or rather an upside 

down cake – to flip a metaphor as I would Joni’s lyric.  

You don’t know what you got  

Till you know it’s gone  

And when you do, you get it.    

You love the things you love for what they are --.  

Quintessentially. 

 


